
SNOW GLOBE
Supplies:

1. 2 printed photos of your furfriend
OR

1 coloured drawing of your furfriend
on “shrinking paper”

Shrinking paper can be bought on Amazon.
It is a lot of fun and easy to use!
See photo of shrinking paper and crafts in
photo gallery under “Crafting Pawjects”

2. 1 piece cardboard if using photos
3. 1 metal paper clip with flipping arms

See photo of metal paper clip with flipping
arms in photo gallery under “Crafting
Pawjects”

4. 1 glass pickle or relish jar, washed and dried
5. 1 bag crafting snow flakes
6. Crafting glue or glue gun with help of an adult
7. Ribbon
8. Pencil, felt pens and scissors



DIRECTIONS:
1.If using printed photos:

Cut a piece of cardboard the size of your
photos. Make sure they are SMALLER than
the lid to your jar, that way they will fit inside
your jar snow globe.
Glue a photo to each side of the cardboard

If using shrinking paper:
Use a piece about 4x6 inches. Draw your
furfriend onto it with a pencil then use felt
pens for colour.
With help from an adult pre-heat the
oven to 250℉ and place your 4x6 picture on
a baking sheet. Let shrink in the oven until
smaller than the width of the lid to your jar.
That way your picture will fit inside of your
jar globe. Let cool completely.

2.Place the bottom of your photo/picture into
the paper clip. Remove the flip arms from
the paper clip.



3.Glue the wide base of the paper clip onto
the inside of the jar lid. Let dry completely.

4.Put as much crafting snow flakes as you
want into the jar.

5.Put the lid onto the jar tightly. The
picture/photo will be on the inside.

6.Decorate the lid with ribbon.

ENJOY YOUR SNOWY, FURRY FRIEND!


